Introduction
[2] The MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft entered into orbit about the planet Mercury on 18 March 2011, inaugurating a one-year primary mission of orbital observations. One of the measurement objectives of the mission has been the characterization of the surface composition of the planet, and to that end the spacecraft carries a suite of geochemical remote-sensing instruments [Solomon et al., 2007] .
The MESSENGER Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS), one of two sensors in the Gamma-Ray and Neutron Spectrometer (GRNS) instrument, measures gamma-ray emissions from the surface at energies from 60 keV to 9 MeV [Goldsten et al., 2007] . Initial results from the GRS include relative measurements of the abundances of stable elements, such as Fe, Al, Ca, S, and Na (L. G. Evans et al., Major-element abundances on the surface of Mercury: Results from the MESSENGER Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2012, and P. N. Peplowski et al., Aluminum abundance on the surface of Mercury: Application of a new background reduction technique for the analysis of gamma-ray spectroscopy data, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2012), as well as the radioactive elements K, Th, and U [Peplowski et al., 2011b] . Those results are average abundances over the northern hemisphere and contain no information about variations in the elemental composition over the surface.
[3] Simulations of the detector performance carried out prior to orbital insertion suggested that spatially resolved measurements would be possible for the northern latitudes of Mercury following one Earth year of data acquisition [Peplowski et al., 2011a] . Six months of GRS measurements have proven to be sufficient to map variations in measured count rates over the surface for the strongest gamma-ray emitters, including Si, O, and K, the latter of which is extended to a measurement of absolute abundances. Regionally correlated variations in Th are also examined for the purpose of characterizing the behavior of the K/Th abundance ratio over the surface.
Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy

Sources of Gamma Rays
[4] Gamma-ray emission from a planetary surface arises from both the natural decay of radioactive elements (e.g., K, Th, and U) and the excitation of stable elements (e.g., Si and O) by surface-incident galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) [e.g., Reedy, 1978] . The GCR flux consists primarily of protons, but there are small contributions from alpha particles (6-7%) and heavy ions ($1%). GCRs with energies greater than 100 MeV per nucleon interact with atomic nuclei in the surface to produce "fast" (>1 MeV) neutrons through nuclear spallation. These fast neutrons undergo inelastic scattering with nuclei within several hundred g/cm 2 of the surface, exciting them into unstable states that subsequently decay back to stability via the emission of gamma rays at energies that are characteristic of the source element. Fast neutrons also downscatter to thermal energies (<1 eV), where they can be captured by stable elements to produce new isotopes with an additional neutron. The newly created isotopes are typically populated in excited nuclear states that also decay to stable states via gamma-ray emission at characteristic energies. The identification of these gamma rays from orbit allows for the remote characterization of the elemental composition of a planetary surface [e.g., Prettyman et al., 2006; Boynton et al., 2007] . Due to the large mean free paths of neutrons and gamma rays within a planetary surface, gamma-ray spectroscopy is sensitive to elemental composition to depths of tens of centimeters. This depth sensitivity contrasts with other remote sensing techniques, such as X-ray spectroscopy, which is sensitive to composition within 100 mm of the surface.
MESSENGER Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
[5] The MESSENGER GRS is comprised of two sensitive volumes, a high-purity Ge crystal (HPGe) and a borated plastic scintillator. The scintillator surrounds the HPGe on all sides except the front of the instrument and acts as an anticoincidence shield by vetoing charged particle and neutroninduced signals originating from GCRs and spallation neutrons generated within the spacecraft. The resulting anti-coincidence spectra have a substantially reduced background continuum and therefore provide a higher signalto-noise ratio for the gamma-ray peaks of interest. The unshielded front view of the HPGe defines the instrument boresight direction, which is aligned with the instrument deck of the spacecraft and generally faces the planet during periods when the spacecraft is at low altitudes (see Appendix A). Further details on the design and capabilities of the GRS have been given by Goldsten et al. [2007] .
[6] The GRS is sensitive to incident gamma rays with energies between 0.06 and 9 MeV, a range that includes discrete-energy gamma rays resulting from radioactive decay as well as neutron inelastic scattering and neutron capture reactions. Gamma rays that deposit their full energy in the HPGe produce photopeaks in the GRS spectra. The number of events in these photopeaks, when combined with knowledge of the detector efficiency and measurement geometry, is a direct measure of the gamma-ray flux at the detector. These measurements are compared with models of the surface gamma-ray flux as propagated to the spacecraft altitude in order to determine the abundances of the corresponding elements on the surface. This process is complicated by the highly eccentric orbit of the MESSENGER spacecraft about Mercury (Appendix B). An additional complication arises from the contamination of many of the photopeaks of interest by spacecraft-originating gamma rays. In order to determine the fraction of the measured count rates that originate from the surface, the background contributions for each photopeak must be identified and removed. Table 1 lists the gamma-ray photopeaks used in this study, along with the relevant sources of background (Appendix C).
[7] The gamma-ray flux (8 g ) measured by the GRS is altitude dependent, varying as
where h is the altitude of the spacecraft above the surface of Mercury in km and R M is the radius of Mercury (2440 km). This altitude dependence facilitates the definition of two data-collection regimes of interest: low and high altitudes.
Low altitudes are defined to be less than 2000 km, a value that was chosen to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of planet-originating gamma rays. The reduced signal-to-noise ratio for data acquired at altitudes greater than 2000 km, coupled with the nature of the MESSENGER orbit about Mercury, limits elemental mapping to northern latitudes [Peplowski et al., 2011a] . High altitudes are defined to be greater than 14,000 km, a value chosen such that the maximum contribution of planet-originating gamma rays to the high-altitude signal is an order of magnitude lower than in the low-altitude spectrum, making the high-altitude spectrum ideal for characterizing non-planetary background signals in the detector.
Data Processing
Data Selection
[8] The analysis in this paper utilized GRS anticoincidence (AC) spectra collected from orbital observations of Mercury from 24 March 2011 to 28 September 2011. AC spectra were chosen for their optimal signal-to-background ratio for gamma-ray photopeaks. Sub-optimal data were removed from the data set prior to analysis. This includes measurements acquired during orbits with reduced signal-tonoise ratios (e.g., spacecraft-incident solar energetic particle S R , S B , and S N denote spacecraft backgrounds originating from radioactive elements on the spacecraft, GCR-induced gamma-ray production within the spacecraft, and planetary-neutron-induced gamma-ray production within the spacecraft, respectively (see Appendix C for the details). events) as well as instrument operations activities (e.g., detector annealing).
[9] A further restriction applied to the data set results from spacecraft off-nadir pointing. The gamma-ray detection efficiency of the GRS is a function of the detectorincident angle of the measured gamma rays, primarily as a result of gamma-ray attenuation by spacecraft components surrounding the GRS. In order to remove the most compromised data, measurements taken while the detector boresight was pointed more than 15 away from the sub-nadir position were removed prior to analysis. The remaining orientationdependent variations in the detector response were corrected in a gamma-ray forward model though the application of a GRS response map (see section 4.4 and Appendix A). Following the application of these restrictions to the data set, the total data acquisition times at low-and high-altitudes are 135 and 1237 h, respectively.
Energy Calibration
[10] The analysis reported here began with the raw, uncalibrated GRS AC spectra. Each 16,384-channel AC spectrum was calibrated using background gamma rays of known energy (511, 661, 1368, 1809, 2754, and 5616 keV) . These gamma rays were chosen for their high count rates and coverage of the energy range of interest. The resulting energy calibration (0.603 keV/channel) was derived from summed high-altitude data and was applied to each spectrum. A second-order correction to the calibration was applied to each spectrum to account for gain shifts resulting from the extreme thermal environment around Mercury, which induces variations of as much as 20 C in the detector pre-amplifier (preamp) and signal shaper temperatures over the course of the mission. Because these electronic units process raw detector outputs prior to analog-to-digital conversion, they are particularly sensitive to temperature variations, and the result of such a variation is a shift in the gain of the output signals (see Figure 1 ). This effect is removed by applying two empirically derived corrections (C T ) to the energy calibration, one each for the shaper and preamp temperatures:
where the calibration coefficients C n (n = 0,4) are listed in Table 2 and T is the temperature of the shaper or preamp in C. The creation of temperature-corrected spectra allows for spectral summing over a wide range of temperatures without degrading the energy resolution of the resulting summed spectrum (see section 3.4).
[11] The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the temperature-corrected energy spectrum is 4.8 keV at 1369 keV. The increase in the FWHM from the post-launch value of 3.7 keV [Goldsten et al., 2007] is the result of radiation damage to the HPGe crystal accumulated during the 6.6-year interplanetary journey to Mercury. The HPGe was periodically annealed during this period, including immediately prior to (2)) are shown in black. A linear fit to the temperature-corrected peak positions has a slope of <0.01 keV/ C, indicating that the temperature-dependent gain of the system has been removed. Shaper 9.8926 Â 10 À12 7.7979 Â 10 À10 À2.5824 Â 10 À7 À1.2509 Â 10 À5 1.0004 Preamp À4.5335 Â 10 À11 À2.0620 Â 10 À10 6.1457 Â 10 À7 4.8884 Â 10 À5 1.0000 orbit insertion. This annealing process removed some, but not all, of the radiation damage to the crystal.
Galactic Cosmic Ray Corrections
[12] The source of gamma-ray emission from stable elements is nuclear excitation by surface-incident GCRs (see section 2.1). Analysis of data from previous planetary gamma-ray spectrometers demonstrated a correlation between the time variability of the GCR flux and the measured gamma-ray count rates [e.g., Lawrence et al., 2004; Maurice et al., 2004; Boynton et al., 2007] . To test whether the timedependent GCR flux drove count rate variations in the MESSENGER GRS data set, the daily, low-altitude 1779-keV Si gamma-ray count rate was compared with an onboard proxy for the GCR flux. Confirmation of a correlation between the measured Si gamma-ray count rate and the GCR proxy would have necessitated the introduction of a GCR correction to the measured stable-element count rates.
[13] There are multiple GRNS measurements that have some degree of sensitivity to the spacecraft-incident GCR flux, but ongoing analysis of data from the Neutron Spectrometer (NS) has demonstrated that the triple-coincidence counter is the most robust. The NS is composed of three sensitive volumes, a borated plastic scintillator located between two adjacent lithium glass scintillators [Goldsten et al., 2007] . These scintillators were designed to detect neutrons through capture reactions on 10 B and 7 Li, but they are also sensitive to energy deposition by energetic charged particles. When a charged particle is sufficiently penetrating to deposit energy in each of the three detectors, a triplecoincidence event is registered. The geometry of the NS limits such events to those particles originating from a limited portion of the detector field of view, which has an unobstructed view of open space. Radiation transport modeling of charged particles passing through the NS revealed that protons with energy >120 MeV or electrons with energy >20 MeV are required to generate a triple-coincidence signal [Feldman et al., 2010] . Solar energetic particle (SEP) events are the only source of >10 MeV electrons, and GCRs and SEP events are the only source of >100 MeV protons. Since SEP-compromised data have been removed from the data set used for this analysis (section 3.1), the triple-coincidence measurements are a measure of the NS-incident GCR proton flux at energies above 120 MeV. As >100 MeV protons drive the production of neutrons within a planetary surface , the triple-coincidence rate is a valid GCR proxy.
[14] The high-altitude (>8000 km), time-dependent NS triple-coincidence rate ( Figure 2 ) exhibits an overall variability of $15% during the time period considered here. The high-altitude selection criteria for the triple-coincidence counter results in 17.3 h of data per day, which coupled with the measured count rates (31-37 counts/min) results in a negligible statistical error of $0.5% for each daily triplecoincidence measurement. Low-altitude (<2000 km) measurements of the 1779-keV Si gamma ray for the same period exhibit an overall variation of a factor of 3 ( Figure 2) , and the errors for each value originate from the one-standard-deviation uncertainties in the fitted peak areas (section 3.5). The triple-coincidence measurements are limited to high altitudes to avoid the obscuration of NS-incident GCRs by Mercury, whereas low-altitude Si count rates are used to quantify the changes in the GCR-induced, Mercury-originating signal. The variation in the Si gamma ray count rate is primarily due to the low statistics for daily measurements, although there are also long-term trends in its magnitude.
[15] The daily and weekly averaged 1779-keV Si count rates are plotted versus the corresponding triple-coincidence counter measurements for both data sets in Figure 3 . The 1779-keV Si gamma-ray count rate and onboard GCR proxy are not found to be correlated for either the daily or weekly averaged data sets (correlation coefficients of 0.189 and À0.194, respectively). The lack of a correlation between the two measurements negates the need to apply a GCR correction to the data, as any variations due to changes in the incident GCR flux occurred at a magnitude that is smaller than the statistical precision of the Si gamma-ray measurements. Future analysis of MESSENGER GRS data may contain sufficiently low statistical uncertainties to identify and warrant such a correction.
Spectral Summing
[16] At low altitudes, individual GRS spectra are collected in 60-s integration periods. These spectra do not contain sufficient statistics to be used to characterize the gamma-ray peaks. It is therefore necessary to sum together many spectra over a given region of interest (hereafter referred to as a pixel) to produce a summed spectrum with sufficient statistical significance to characterize the gamma rays of interest. This process is accomplished by summing the optimal, lowaltitude, temperature-corrected GRS AC spectra within subsets that correspond to the sub-spacecraft position on the surface during each measurement period. The size of the resulting pixels is determined by the desired statistical significance for each summed spectrum, the details of which are presented in sections 3.6, 4.1, and 4.2 as applied to the characterization of the gamma-ray peaks versus altitude, latitude and longitude, and mapping.
Gamma-Ray Photopeak Fitting
[17] Determining the total number of events in each gamma-ray photopeak on a pixel-by-pixel basis is the first step in calculating measured gamma-ray count rates as well as the corresponding elemental abundances on the surface. For isolated peaks (e.g., 6129-keV O gamma-ray photopeak and its single-and double-escape peaks), this determination is accomplished by counting the number events in the photopeak that are above the background continuum. Analysis of the 1779-keV Si, 1461-keV K, and 2615-keV Th gammaray photopeaks are complicated by the presence of overlapping interference peaks, requiring spectral fitting of these complex regions to isolate the peak areas of interest. Spectral fitting is carried out using exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) functions [Felinger, 1994] with polynomial backgrounds, a procedure that was outlined by Peplowski et al. [2011b] and is briefly overviewed here. These fits were carried out with the nonlinear least squares fitting routine MPFIT [Markwardt, 2009] , which is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm [Moré, 1978] . The one-standarddeviation errors for each fit parameter are calculated from the covariance matrix for each fit.
where A is the area of the peak in counts, t is the length of the low-energy tail in keV, s is the width of the Gaussian peak in keV, E 0 is the peak position in keV, and erf is the error function. The deviation from a pure Gaussian peak shape is the result of radiation damage to the HPGe crystal (section 3.2), which manifests as a low-energy tail.
[19] Multiple overlapping EMG functions were used in regions over which background peaks interfered with the peak of interest. This functional form introduces a large number of free parameters for each fit. A number of procedures were followed to limit the parameter space of the EMG fits, including the use of neighboring, higher-count-rate peaks to constrain t and s, as well as the use of starting et al., 2006 ]. With only one exception, the periods of missing triples data correspond to instrument safehold demotions following intense SEP events. These events (e.g., 4 June 2011) frequently drove the short-timescale variability of the local GCR flux, as well as produced pre-and post-flare differences in the GCR baseline value. The errors for the triple-coincidence measurements are sufficiently small ($0.5%) that they are not included in this figure (see section 3.3).
parameters that were based on fits to summed spectra having lower statistical errors that are scaled by the relative integration times. For example, the high-count-rate 1809-keV gamma-ray peak was used to constrain the t and s parameters for the fit to the peaks in the 1779-keV region, and the starting parameters were derived from fits of the entire lowaltitude spectrum scaled by the fraction of the integration time for the pixel of interest to the total low-altitude data set.
[20] Fitted peak areas were corrected for the channel size (0.603 keV/channel), data integration period, and detector dead time to produce the measured high-and low-altitude gamma-ray count rates for each peak, along with the onestandard-deviation statistical errors. Examples of the peak fits for Si, K, and Th are shown in Figure 4 , and the results are summarized in Table 3 for the high-and low-altitude data sets. The high-altitude measurements are used to define the background contributions to the low-altitude GRS measurements. For the 1461-keV K and 2615-keV Th gamma rays, the high-altitude measurements quantify the spacecraftoriginating backgrounds resulting from K and Th contamination in the spacecraft. Subtracting these from the lowaltitude measurements results in a determination of the planet-originating signal. For the 1779-keV Si and 6129-keV O gamma rays, the high-altitude measurements quantify the GCR-induced backgrounds. This background varies with the altitude of the spacecraft, and subtracting the high-altitude value multiplied by the altitude-dependent fraction of the spacecraft field of view that is not obscured by Mercury removes this contribution from the low-altitude measurements (see section 3.6 and Appendix C). These background corrections were applied to all data used in the following sections.
Solid-Angle Correction
[21] The dominant source of variation in the low-altitude gamma-ray count rates is the altitude of the spacecraft (equation (1)). These variations have the potential to mask smaller effects such as compositional heterogeneity on the surface and must be removed by correcting for the altitudedependent solid angle, W(h), of the measurements. W(h) is defined as the fraction of the 4p-sr unit sphere around the GRS that is subtended by the horizon-to-horizon field of view of the planet as seen by the instrument and is calculated from
where the angle from the spacecraft sub-nadir point to the horizon (q max ) is
The geometry of the solid angle and its relationship to the spacecraft altitude are discussed in Appendix A. For the purpose of comparative studies of the abundances of elements on the surface, the relative solid angle W R (h) is defined to be Dividing the background-corrected gamma-ray count rates by W R (h) serves to normalize the data to an effective measurement altitude of 2000 km, the highest altitude permitted in this data set. The upper limit of 2000 km was chosen to prevent measured count rates from being inflated by corrections. The statistical errors are not scaled by the solid angle, which prevents errors from being improperly reduced by the solid-angle correction.
[22] The background-corrected 1779-keV Si, 6129-keV O, and 1461-keV K gamma-ray count rates versus solid angle are shown in Figure 5 , both before and after W R (h) is applied. The 6129-keV count rate value includes the summed contributions from both the single and double escape peaks (5618-and 5107-keV, respectively), each of which has a peak area that is comparable to the photopeak. Prior to making the W R (h) correction, each gamma ray count rate increases with increasing solid angle as expected. Following the correction, the Si and O gamma rays exhibit uniform count rates versus solid angle, whereas K still exhibits variation. The nature of the MESSENGER orbit results in a correlation between the solid angle and the latitude of the measurement (see Appendix B), and therefore Figure 5c is suggestive of latitude-dependent variations in the 1461-keV K planetary gamma-ray emissions.
Gamma-ray Count Rate Variations
Count Rate Versus Latitude and Longitude
[23] An initial search for compositional heterogeneity was carried out by investigating variations in the measured count rate as a function of latitude and longitude with the data analysis procedure outlined above. The statistical significance of the photopeaks determined the size of the pixels in latitude and longitude. Latitudinal sums were created with low-altitude, southbound data only, as these data have lower altitudes over the northern hemisphere and a corresponding higher spatial resolution than the GRS data acquired during the northbound portion of the orbit. Longitudinal sums were created with low-altitude, northbound data, which have lower spatial resolution but more complete coverage in longitude at small nadir angles. The resulting count rates are shown in Figure 6 . Statistically significant variations in the 1461-keV count rate as a function of latitude ( Figure 6e ) are observed, with an overall variability of a factor of 3. Longitudinally correlated variations in the K abundance are also observed ( Figure 6f ). These results contrast with the measured 1779-keV Si and 6129-keV O count rates, which do not show statistically significant variations in latitude or longitude at the two-standard-deviation level.
Count Rate Mapping
[24] Gamma-ray count rate maps were created following the data analysis procedure outlined above. The resulting maps (Figure 7) show the measured gamma-ray count rates on a scale of zero to twice the average count rate, facilitating a direct comparison of the relative variations for all three gamma-ray count rates. Pixel sizes vary with latitude and were chosen to limit the maximum statistical error per pixel. The Si gamma-ray count rates have one-standard-deviation uncertainties of ≤15% over the entire map, with the majority of the uncertainties near 10%. The oxygen gamma-ray count rates have uncertainties of 15 to 20% over the entire surface. The K gamma rays have uncertainties of ≤10% for regions north of 45 N, and larger uncertainties for the southernmost pixels as a result of the lower count rates in those regions. These maps confirm the results of Figures 5 and 6 , which indicate that the Si and O gamma-ray count rates do not show statistically significant variations over the surface at the two-standard-deviation level. This result contrasts with the K gamma-ray count rates, which exhibit large, statistically significant variations over the surface.
Abundance Mapping
[25] Converting the measured 1461-keV gamma-ray count rates to an elemental abundance map for K requires the application of a forward code to propagate the known 40 K gamma-ray decay rates at the surface per unit abundance to the flux at the position of the orbiting GRS. Application of the principles of radioactive decay, in conjunction with the known half-life of 40 K (t 1/2 = 1.248 Â 10 9 yr), its isotopic abundance (0.0117%), and its probability for emitting a 1461-keV gamma ray (10.66%), yields a flux at the surface of 19.6 cnts min À1 cm À2 per wt% K [Peplowski et al., 2011b] . The surface flux was propagated to the spacecraft for each 60-s GRS integration period in the data set to determine the flux per wt% at the spacecraft altitude. This flux was multiplied by the attitude-dependent cross-sectional area of the GRS, then corrected for the detection efficiency at 1461-keV (see Appendix A) to yield the expected count rate per wt% K. Dividing the measured count rate in each pixel by the corresponding calculated count rate per wt% K yielded a map of K abundances on the surface of Mercury (Figure 8 ). To maximize the coverage of the surface, pixels of varying size were used to increase the spatial coverage without reducing the statistical significance of the measurements.
[26] The K map shows a large variation in the elemental abundance over the surface, with a dynamic range of 300 to 2400 ppm. The highest abundances are found in the far northern regions, although high values extend southward at longitudes of AE90 . Correlations between the K abundances and large-scale geologic provinces (see Figure 8 ) are discussed in section 5.1. Measurements of the near-equatorial Low-altitude data are restricted to nadir-pointing (q n ≤ 15 ) measurements only. Peak areas are limited to the full-energy photopeaks, with the exception of the 6129-keV oxygen data, which include counts from the first-and secondescape peaks. 
Thorium Abundances
[27] The low measured count rates for Th gamma rays do not permit the creation of a Th map with spatial resolution and statistical significance comparable to those for the K map, but sufficient data exist to determine the Th abundances within large, geologically distinctive regions. For these calculations, each pixel represents the total area of the geologic unit of interest ( Figure 8 ), and all spectra that were acquired while the sub-spacecraft point was within these regions contribute to the sum. The 2615-keV gamma-ray count rate for each pixel was converted to a Th elemental abundance following the procedure outlined in section 4.3, and the results are listed in Table 4 . Due to the large footprint of the GRS over the surface, the summed spectra contain contributions from regions outside of the geologic units considered here, and therefore the abundances listed in Table 4 also contain contributions from surrounding regions. Overall, Th is not found to vary over the surface at the one- All denotes all sampled areas, NVP denotes the northern volcanic plains, CB denotes the Caloris basin interior, and HCT/ICP/SP denotes the sampled regions outside of the NVP and CB, which includes heavily cratered terrain (HCT), intercrater plains (IcP), and smooth plains (SP) as applied by Weider et al. [2012] . IcP/HCT/SP, although not a geologically distinct region, was chosen to test the hypothesis that the NVP is distinct from its older surroundings in its K abundance. The results from Peplowski et al. [2011b] , included here (All 2011) for comparison, were derived from the first 59 days of orbital data. For an equivalent comparison of the All 2012 values to All 2011, the former values were calculated without the nadir-angle restriction of q n ≤ 15 for this data set only. The errors are the one-standard deviation statistical and systematic errors; for a discussion of the systematic errors of MESSENGER GRS measurements, see Peplowski et al. [2011b] . b The thorium abundance and K/Th ratio from Peplowski et al.
[2011b] were derived from the 2615-keV peak only (see section 4.4).
standard-deviation level with the exception of the Th abundance for the Caloris basin interior, which is found to be 1.3 standard deviations larger than the northern-hemisphere average value.
[28] Unlike the analysis of Peplowski et al. [2011b] , this analysis does not utilize the 911-keV gamma ray in the Th abundance calculation. That earlier work was based on the assumption that the 911-keV line originated entirely from Th for both the spacecraft-originating background and the planetary signal, a view supported by modeled planetary gamma-ray fluxes [Reedy, 1978] as well as previous analyses [e.g., Evans et al., 2006] . Analysis of the behavior of the high-altitude 911-keV gamma ray as a function of time has identified an increase in its count rate and a change in its spectral shape following the solar particle event of 4 June 2011. The change in shape includes a shift in the peak position to lower energy ($908 keV). As 911-keV Th gamma-ray emission is not excited by incident charged particles, these observations suggest that there is a previously unidentified source of 908-keV gamma rays originating from the excitation of spacecraft materials by incident charged particles. The low signal-to-noise ratio of the 911-keV Th peak makes spectral fitting challenging in this region, and the added complication of a time-dependent interfering peak at 908 keV adds large uncertainties to any Th abundance derived from the 911-keV peak. As a result, this peak has not been utilized in our determination of the Th abundance.
[29] The data used by Peplowski et al. [2011b] were collected prior to the 4 June 2011 event, so the post-flare increase in the 911-keV count rate was not a factor in that analysis. However, the presence of a 908-keV background in the post-flare data raises the possibility that non-flarecompromised data also included contributions from an unknown 908-keV source of gamma rays. This uncertainty introduces the prospect that the Th abundances derived from this gamma ray result in an overestimation of the planetary Th abundances. Peplowski et al. [2011b] found that the Th abundance derived from the 911-keV peak was larger than that derived from the 2615-keV peak, but the two values were consistent to within the errors of the measurements, and the final reported Th abundance was the average of the two values. In light of the possibility that there is an interfering peak in the 911-keV region, the Peplowski et al.
[2011b] Th abundance derived from both the 2615-and 911-keV gamma rays (0.220 AE 0.060 ppm) was replaced by their value from the 2615-keV peak of 0.175 AE 0.070 ppm for the discussion in this paper (Table 4 ). The K/Th ratio of 5200 AE 1800 was likewise replaced by the value derived from the 2615-keV peak of 6600 AE 2800.
Potassium on the Surface of Mercury
Correlations With Major Geologic Units
[30] The observed variations in K over the surface of Mercury invite a comparison to the known geologic units on the surface. As the spatial resolution of the GRS is $1000 km over the mapped regions, only large geologic units are included in this comparison. These units include the northern volcanic floodplains that cover 6% of the total surface area of the planet [Head et al., 2011] as well as the smooth plains interior to the 1,550-km-diameter Caloris impact basin. Outlines of these units are shown on the K abundance map in Figure 8 . There is no clear correlation between the observed K abundances and the locations of these units, but the northern volcanic plains are generally higher in K than other regions. Analysis of orbital data from the MESSENGER X-ray Spectrometer (XRS) by Weider et al. [2012] demonstrate that the northern volcanic plains are also compositionally distinct (in terms of Mg, Al, S, and Ca) from the surrounding older terrain. A limited number of XRS measurements of the Caloris basin reveal an elemental composition for the interior basin plains that is similar to the composition of the northern volcanic plains unit, a result that is consistent with their similar spectral reflectance and color properties . This similarity contrasts with the measured K abundances, which differ significantly between the northern volcanic plains and the Caloris basin interior. The plains interior to Caloris do not appear as a distinct region in the K abundance map. This result runs contrary to the interpretation of ground-based mid-infrared measurements that the Caloris basin interior plains have spectral features indicative of particularly high abundances of K-rich feldspar [Sprague et al., 2009 ].
[31] To quantify possible correlations between the K abundance map and the geologic units discussed here, K abundances were calculated for subsets of the coverage area corresponding to the geologic regions of interest following the procedure outlined in section 4.4. As is the case for the regional Th measurements, the large footprint of the GRS on the surface results in the calculation of abundances from observations that include contributions from outside the regions of interest. As a result, the calculated abundances do not strictly correspond to the listed regions. Even with this complication, the results (Table 4 ) reinforce the conclusion that the northern volcanic plains are predominantly contained within the region of higher K. The Caloris basin interior has the lowest average K abundance of the regions considered, although it is within one standard deviation of the average abundance for the older terrain surrounding the northern volcanic plains.
Potassium-to-Thorium Ratio
[32] The abundances of relatively volatile elements on the surface of Mercury, including K, have important implications for our understanding of the formation and early evolution of the planet [e.g., Taylor and Scott, 2003] . GRS measurements of the present-day elemental composition of the surface can be used to test the validity of formation models for Mercury through a comparison with their predicted surface compositions. Processes that have modified modern abundances from their original values complicate these comparisons. For example, Mercury's surface has been subject to extensive volcanic activity [e.g., Head et al., 2008] , and volcanic processes are known to modify the abundances of incompatible elements such as K and Th. To avoid this complication, the ratio of the abundance of the moderately volatile K to that of Th, a refractory element, is frequently used as a proxy for the volatile inventory of a planet [e.g., Prettyman et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006 ]. On the Moon and Mars, the measured K/Th ratio is observed to be nearly constant over the surface, despite large regional variations in the absolute values for each element. This near uniformity is due to the incompatible nature of these elements during partial melting, as both concentrate in the melt phases; and the K/Th ratio in volcanic material tends to reflect the ratio in the mantle source region of those magmas.
[33] Abundances of K (1150 AE 220 ppm) and Th (175 AE 68 ppb; see section 4.4), along with the K/Th ratio (6600 AE 2800; see section 4.4) for Mercury were reported by Peplowski et al. [2011b] as globally averaged values for all regions northward of 20 S. These values are consistent with the northern-hemisphere average K and Th abundances obtained in this analysis (Table 4) . A comparison of the K and Th abundances for Mercury to those for the Moon, Mars, Venus, and Earth is shown in Figure 9 . The agreement between the Mercury northern-hemisphere averaged K/Th ratio to that of Mars (K/Th $ 5500), which is an order of magnitude larger than the volatile-depleted Moon (K/Th $ 360), were found to be inconsistent with the predictions of most of the pre-MESSENGER formation theories for Mercury [e.g., Taylor and Scott, 2003 ] that called for extreme heating of the planet or its precursor materials [Peplowski et al., 2011b] . McCubbin et al. [2012] have questioned the inference of a volatile-rich Mercury from the K/Th ratio, but this conclusion was supported by the discovery of higher than expected abundances of the volatile element S by the MESSENGER XRS [Nittler et al., 2011] and the geologic evidence for recent volatile-related activity on the surface [Blewett et al., 2011] . Additional evidence is found in the high Na abundance presented in a companion paper by Evans et al. (submitted, 2012) .
[34] The regional K and Th abundances (Table 4 ) derived in this work are also included in Figure 9 for the purpose of characterizing the behavior of the K/Th ratio over the surface. The ratio for each region is distinct from the others at the one-standard-deviation level. These differences raise the possibility that the K/Th ratio is not constant over Mercury's surface, in contrast to the general situation on the Moon and Mars (see section 5.3). Alternatively, a secondary process may have modified the abundance of one or both of these elements at Mercury's surface (see section 5.4).
The K/Th Ratio at Low Th Abundances
[35] Following Peplowski et al.
[2011b], we compare in Figure 9 MESSENGER GRS measurements of the K and Th abundances on Mercury to orbital gamma-ray measurements of the surfaces of the Moon and Mars. These orbital gammaray spectrometer measurements, and the derived K/Th ratios, are biased toward regions with higher abundances of these [Taylor et al., 2006] , Venus [Surkov et al., 1987] , and Earth [Lodders and Fegley, 1998 ]. Measurements of spatially resolved abundances of K and Th corresponding to GRS data collected when the spacecraft sub-nadir point was within the boundaries of the northern volcanic plains (NVP), Caloris basin (CB), and regions outside of the NVP and CB (denoted IcP/HCT/SP, see Table 4 ) are also included and suggest the possibility of variations in K/Th over the surface of Mercury (see Table 4 ). The ellipses for K and Th abundances on Mercury represent the one-standard-deviation statistical and systematic errors of the measurements. Values originate from both orbital gamma-ray spectroscopy (GRS) and laboratory measurements (see legend). Lines of constant K/Th for the Moon and Mars are shown for comparison. The K/Th value for Mercury is found to be consistent with that of Mars and an order of magnitude larger than for the volatile-depleted Moon, suggesting that Mercury is not depleted in volatiles. The absolute abundances agree with the values from Martian meteorites and terrestrial oceanic basalts, both of which represent products of partial melting of mantle material depleted in incompatible elements from volatile-rich planets.
elements. Examination of the K and Th abundances measured by Lunar Prospector for the pixels with the lowest K and Th values reveal considerable deviation from a line of constant K/Th. As the statistical uncertainty of these values is larger than for the regions with higher abundances, it is not readily apparent as to whether this spread is the result of the precision of the measurements or the properties of the surface.
[36] The extensive collection of lunar samples, whose elemental abundances are well known, can be used to examine the behavior of the K/Th ratio over a wide range of K and Th abundances with a higher precision than is possible for the orbital gamma-ray spectrometer measurements. The elemental abundances compiled by Korotev [1998] are used as the basis for this analysis, and the formalism utilized in that paper is also adopted here. This formalism includes grouping the lunar samples into seven categories; highly evolved igneous rocks (IR); mafic, KREEP-rich rocks (KR); mare basalts (MB); ferroan anorthosites (FA); feldspathic breccias (FB); mare regolith samples (MR); and highland regolith samples (HR). A plot of K versus Th abundances for these samples is shown in Figure 10 .
[37] The highest K and Th abundances in the lunar samples are found in the IR and KR categories, which correspond to the most highly processed material on the lunar surface. The large K and Th abundances found in these materials are the result of interior melting, which concentrated these incompatible elements. The IR and KR abundances closely follow the Lunar-Prospector-derived K/Th ratio of 360 ( Figure 10) . The least processed materials are the FA and HR samples, which are more representative of the earliest lunar crust, albeit modified by subsequent impact processes. These samples exhibit considerable spread in their K and Th abundances and deviate systematically from the K/Th ratio derived from samples with higher K and Th abundances. Korotev [1998] found that the relationship between K and Th was best described as
where K and Th are the elemental abundances in ppm. For large Th abundances, this relation reduces to a K/Th ratio of 397, close to the value of 360 adopted by Taylor et al.
[2006] and utilized by Peplowski et al. [2011b] .
[38] Of particular interest for comparison to Mercury is the behavior of K in the regime of low Th abundances. For a Th abundance of 0.2 ppm (close to Mercury's value), the K abundances of the lunar samples vary from 100 to 700 ppm ( Figure 10) , a dynamic range that is similar to the observed range on Mercury. To the extent that these data sets can be applied to Mercury, they suggest that in the limit of low Th the generality of constant K/Th may break down. Similarly, the Martian meteorites with the lowest Th abundances also appear to deviate from the average K/Th value (Figure 9 ), although this deviation occurs at Th abundances of <0.05 ppm, which is lower than those found on Mercury.
[39] The K and Th abundances on Mercury are in good agreement with those for terrestrial oceanic basalts and the Martian meteorites with the higher K and Th abundances (Figure 9 ), both of which represent partial melting products of mantle depleted in incompatible elements. That the Martian meteorites with similar K and Th abundances to Mercury follow the global K/Th ratio derived from Mars Odyssey GRS data [Boynton et al., 2007] (Figure 9 ) despite low absolute abundances of K and Th relative to surface material suggest that measurements of mantle material Figure 10 . K abundance versus Th abundance for a wide range of lunar samples as compiled by Korotev [1998] . At high K and Th abundances, the data are consistent with a constant K/Th ratio similar to that (360) inferred from remote-sensing gamma-ray measurements. However, at the lowest Th abundances, similar to those observed on Mercury, the K/Th ratio values diverge from the ratio at higher abundances. The error bars represent the 95% confidence limits for each category and reflect both the number of measurements and variance of the average values (see Korotev [1998] for details). depleted in incompatible elements may still be valid for inferring the global K/Th ratio. The difference between the behavior of the K/Th ratio for lunar and Martian samples with Th abundances of $0.2 ppm likely result from the different origins of these materials, as the lunar samples represent material formed during magma ocean crystallization whereas the Martian samples represent products of partial melting of depleted mantle. The evidence for extensive volcanic material on the surface of Mercury suggests that the Martian meteorites may be better analogues for understanding the K/Th ratio in the limit of low Th.
Relation to Surface Temperature
[40] The comparatively volatile nature of K, along with the possibility that a secondary process may be modifying the K/Th ratio on the surface (section 5.2), raises the question of whether surface temperature may play a role in modifying the near-surface abundances of K. To test this hypothesis, the distribution of measured K abundances was compared with models of the maximum temperature [Vasavada et al., 1999] reached at depths comparable to the sensitivity of gamma-ray spectroscopy (≤ tens of centimeters). The profile of surface temperature on Mercury results in a bimodal distribution of maximum values centered at the equator and at 0 and 180 longitudes, collectively termed Mercury's hot poles [Soter and Ulrichs, 1967] . These hot poles are the result of the relatively large eccentricity of Mercury's orbit around the Sun coupled with its 3:2 spin-orbit resonance, which places these longitudes at local noon during alternating perihelia. The maximum surface temperature at a depth of 7 cm (Figure 11 ) was compared with the GRS-derived K abundance map (Figure 8 ) by measuring the correlation coefficient R between the two parameters ( Figure 12 ) both for all temperatures as well as just those above 350 Kelvin (see section 6). The R values (À0.82 and À0.84, respectively) suggests a high probability that the K abundance is anti-correlated with the maximum surface temperature. This anti-correlation is also observed for the temperature at depths of 0 and 15 cm.
[41] If temperature-driven processes are modifying the surface K abundances, then two possibilities present themselves. K may be preferentially lost to the exosphere, which is known to have a measurable K component (section 6), resulting in a permanent loss of K from the surface. Alternatively, the dominant effect may be that K is redistributed to the surface in cooler polar regions. In the first case, the present K abundances provide an underestimate of the planetary K/Th ratio. In the second case, the northernhemisphere average values presented here and by Peplowski et al. [2011b] may be a valid representation of the global value since this scenario does not result in a net loss of K from the planet, although the GRS-derived elemental abundances are determined under the assumption of a uniform composition within the depth sensitivity of gamma-ray spectroscopy (upper tens of centimeters). If near-equatorial K is being redeposited in the polar regions only within a thin veneer, then the K abundances presented here may overestimate the actual values.
[42] The existence of a veneer of K that is biasing the GRS-measured K abundances is considered unlikely, however, in the presence of regolith gardening, a process that continually overturns near-surface material through repetitive small impacts. For the 1461-keV K gamma ray in regolith with a Mercury-like composition [Nittler et al., 2011; Peplowski et al., 2011b; Evans et al., submitted, 2012] , 90% of the surface gamma-ray flux originates from the top 20 cm of the regolith, and 50% originates from the top 6 cm. Lunar regolith overturn timescales for the top 6 cm are 10 7 -10 8 y per complete overturn with a probability of 50-99% [Hörz et al., 1991] . On the basis of scaled meteoroid influxes, Killen et al. [2007] estimated that the timescale for regolith overturn on Mercury is 0.15 times the lunar value, which leads to an estimate of 10 6 -10 7 y per overturn and a total of 10-100 overturns over the age of Mercury. As Mercury's 3:2 spin-orbit resonance is stable [Colombo and Shapiro, 1966; Goldreich and Peale, 1966] , it is unlikely that the thermal conditions at the hot poles have appreciably changed on a timescale that is shorter than that for regolith overturn. As a result, if near-equatorial K is being redeposited in the polar regions, the resulting veneer has been well mixed within the top tens of centimeters of the regolith and is therefore not biasing GRS measurements of the K abundance.
[43] The observed correlation between the K abundance and the maximum surface temperature offers a possible explanation for observation that the XRS-measured composition of the Caloris basin and the northern volcanic plains are similar [Weider et al., 2012] , whereas they differ significantly in their K abundances. Given that the Caloris basin interior plains are volcanic in origin [Watters et al., 2009] , the material may have originally been enriched in incompatible elements such as K and Th. The position of Caloris basin near one of Mercury's hot poles, however, may have depleted the near-surface K but would have left the Th abundance comparatively unaltered. This explanation also accounts for the unusually low K/Th abundance ratio for this region (Figure 9 and Table 4 ), which is found to be considerably lower than the other regions examined here.
Implications for the Exosphere
[44] The results of section 5.3 suggest that the relatively low K concentrations measured by the GRS near Mercury's hot poles might be the result of thermally driven diffusion of K out of near-surface regolith to the gas-surface interface, where it is then lost to the exosphere or transported to polar regions. One likely host mineral for K (and the volatile Na also observed in the exosphere) is alkali-bearing feldspars. Diffusion rates in feldspars have been measured at temperatures of 600-1000 Kelvin [Giletti and Shanahan, 1997] . A linear extrapolation of these diffusion rates to 300-500 Kelvin suggests that 10 mm grains would lose K on timescales of about 500,000 yr at 500 Kelvin. Even grains approaching 1 mm in size would lose K in several billion years. However, 10 mm grains would require timescales greatly exceeding the age of the Solar System to lose K at 300 Kelvin. These differences in the diffusion rate are fully consistent with the observed relationship between the measured K abundances and maximum surface temperatures ( Figure 12 ) could therefore account for the loss of K from equatorial regions and its retention in cooler polar regions.
[45] Any ejection mechanism, such as thermal desorption [Sprague, 1990 [Sprague, , 1992 or diffusion-limited photodesorption [Killen et al., 2004] , can populate the exosphere. mechanisms. The hypothesis that K is preferentially mobilized to the surface and added to the exosphere at warm latitudes and longitudes would result in diminished abundances in the top $30 cm of the regolith, which is of the order of the depth sensitivity of the GRS measurements. In such a scenario, equatorial regions and particularly areas near the hot poles gradually lose K relative to cooler longitudes and higher-latitude regions, consistent with the distribution of K on the surface (Figure 8 ).
[46] Once atoms are part of the exosphere, they become visible through resonant scattering emissions. Telescopic measurements by Potter and Morgan [1986] yielded estimates of the Na/K ratio in the exospheres of Mercury and the Moon to be $14 and 5, respectively. Subsequent measurements indicated that the Na/K ratio in Mercury's exosphere varies from 20 to 190, with the minimum value corresponding to that near the sub-solar point. This pattern has been attributed to the fact that the photo-sputtering rate of K is twice that of Na and the lifetime against ionization is $6.9 times longer. Observations also showed that at Mercury the Na abundance exceeds that at the Moon by a factor of $250, whereas K at Mercury exceeds the lunar value by $93. These inferences, along with the measurements by Sprague et al. [1990] indicating more than an order of magnitude enhancement of exospheric K at "warm longitudes" and equatorial and middle latitudes than at other locations, led Sprague [1990] to suggest a diffusion source for Na and K at Mercury and the Moon. Mercury's higher temperature and the strong temperature dependence of diffusion could account for the ratios of Na to K without requiring markedly different Na and K abundances in surface rocks and regoliths on the two bodies.
[47] The observations of Potter and Morgan [1997] showed that K in Mercury's exosphere is spatially and temporally variable, with indications that K might be sputtered from surface materials at high latitudes. Doressoundiram et al. [2010] measured Na and K simultaneously at Mercury over an extended time period in 2006 and found that the Na/K ratio varied with true anomaly. They also observed the dawn enhancement of K first noted by Sprague [1992] , again indicating a strong mobilization of K by thermal processes. Leblanc and Doressoundiram [2011] assembled all available Mercury exospheric measurements of K and compared them with models that include temperature-driven diffusion and evaporation, photo-and electron desorption, and ion sputtering. Also included in the simulations were the effects of radiation pressure on atoms and the thermal effects of Mercury's eccentric orbit. Thermally driven flux rates are sufficiently high to contribute a major fraction of the observed K and Na exospheric components. Their results indicate that a substantial fraction of the surface reservoir for K is driven by diffusion from subsurface materials, consistent with the observed correlation between the maximum near-surface temperature and the GRS-measured K abundances.
Conclusions
[48] MESSENGER GRS measurements of the surface composition of Mercury demonstrate that the abundance of K varies from 300 to 2400 ppm over the surface in the northern hemisphere. There is no clear relation between K Figure 12 . Measured K abundances versus the modeled maximum temperature at a depth of 7 cm ( Figure 11 ) for each pixel in Figure 8 . A linear fit of K abundance as a function of the maximum temperature was carried out over all temperature ranges (red), and the correlation coefficient (R) of À0.84 indicates a high likelihood that the two quantities are related. A separate fit (purple) was carried out under the assumption of no correlation between K abundance and maximum temperature for regions at low (<350 Kelvin) maximum temperature but a linear relationship at higher temperatures, consistent with the discussion of temperature-driven diffusion of K presented in section 6. For the latter scenario, the correlation coefficient at high temperatures is À0.82, again indicating a strong correlation between the two variables.
abundance and large-scale geologic terrain types, but such a comparison is complicated by the low spatial resolution of the GRS measurements. Overall, the northern volcanic plains are contained within an area having the highest K abundances, and Caloris basin is located within a region of low K abundances. In contrast, the Th abundance does not vary resolvably over the surface, although the statistical errors are large for individual regions. If Th abundances do not vary appreciably, then the K/Th ratio on the surface is not constant. This finding runs contrary to expectations from orbital measurements on the Moon and Mars, but K/Th in lunar samples at low Th abundances is found to depart systematically from the nearly constant ratio seen at higher abundance values. It is also possible that variations of K/Th on Mercury may be the result of a secondary process that modifies the K abundance. This prospect is supported by an anti-correlation of K abundance with maximum predicted surface temperature, a result suggesting that K near the equator and particularly near Mercury's hot poles is being mobilized and lost to the exosphere, redistributed to polar regions, or both. If so, the distributions of K on the surfaces of the Moon and Mars should not be used to guide our interpretations of the observed K abundances on Mercury, as the maximum surface temperatures on these bodies are not sufficient to appreciably deplete K within the age of the solar system.
Appendix A: Efficiency of the MESSENGER GRS A1. Gamma-Ray Spectrometer Coordinate System
[49] Converting measured count rates to the gamma-ray flux at the detector requires detailed knowledge of the energy-and attitude-dependent detection efficiency of the GRS. This knowledge includes both the intrinsic efficiency of the detector as well as the attenuation of the signal by spacecraft components surrounding the instrument. A combination of pre-launch calibration measurements and radiation transport modeling were used to characterize the response of the GRS. The coordinate system for these measurements is outlined in Figure A1 . In the detector-fixed coordinate system, q D is the angle between the boresight direction and gamma-ray incidence, and f D describes the rotation of q D around the HPGe axis of symmetry. In the spacecraft-planet reference frame, the nadir angle q n is the angle between the spacecraft z-axis and the spacecraft-toplanet-center vector. The spacecraft z-axis is parallel to but offset from the GRS boresight, but because this offset is much smaller than the distance between the spacecraft and the surface, q D and q n are considered equivalent. The azimuthal angle f n describes rotations of the spacecraft around its z-axis and is similarly analogous to f D .
A2. Ground Calibration
[50] Prior to launch, the detection efficiency for incident gamma-ray energies ranging from 239 keV to 9717 keV was characterized during a series of ground calibration measurements made with both calibrated gamma-ray sources ( 60 Co, 226 Ra, and 228 Th) and neutron capture reactions on Cr and Cl targets utilizing a reactor cold-neutron beam [Goldsten et al., 2007] . Measurements were taken at angles of q D = 0 , 22.5 , 45 , and 67.5 and a wide range of azimuthal angles f D to characterize the variation in gamma-ray detection efficiency as a function of the gamma-ray incident angle. Figure A2 illustrates just one example of the ground Figure A1 . (a) Detector-fixed and (b) spacecraft-planet coordinate systems used in this analysis. Figure A1a details the active detector elements, with red showing the high-purity germanium (HPGe) sensor and blue showing the plastic scintillator anti-coincidence shield. The placement of the detector on the spacecraft is illustrated in Figure A3 . calibration measurements and the sixth-degree polynomial fit of ln(ɛ) versus ln(E g ) that describes energy-dependent detection efficiency at this orientation, where ɛ is the intrinsic detection efficiency and E g is the gamma-ray energy. Despite the large number of ground calibration measurements that were taken, they cover only a limited range of the total relevant gamma-ray incidence angles, necessitating the use of radiation transport modeling to create an efficiency map for the GRS at arbitrary incident energies and angles.
A3. Modeled Response
[51] The radiation transport modeling code Geant4 [Agostinelli et al., 2003 ] was used to model the response of the GRS. Geant4 has a heritage of space-based applications; for example, it was applied toward modeling the efficiency of the Gamma-ray Spectrometer on the SELENE lunar mission of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency [Kobayashi et al., 2010] . A custom Geant4 application was created to model the efficiency of the MESSENGER GRS, using original computer-aided design (CAD) drawings to reproduce the dimensions and material compositions of the instrument. The simulations were benchmarked with the ground-calibration measurements at hundreds of different gamma-ray energies and incident angles. The results of a subset of these simulations are shown in Figure A2 . A 4% reduction in the dimensions of the HPGe crystal was required to match the q D = 0 ground calibration measurements, probably originating from the fact that the active volume of the crystal was slightly smaller than its total volume. Following this correction, the simulations were found to agree with the ground calibration measurements to within 5% for all q D > 0 measurements without further modification to the detector geometry. This agreement facilitated the expansion of the simulations to model the detector response for arbitrary gamma-ray energies and incident angles, including the effects of gamma-ray attenuation by GRS-surrounding spacecraft components.
[52] The FASTRAD toolkit [e.g., Pourrouquet et al., 2011] was used to import the CAD geometries of the spacecraft components and instruments surrounding the GRS ( Figure A3 ) into the Geant4 application to reproduce the upper third of the spacecraft. With this model, the efficiency of the GRS was characterized for incident angles ranging over 0 < q D < 130 in a 2 Â 2 grid in q D and 8 D space. Figure A4 shows the resulting efficiency map for the 1461-keV gamma ray. Similar maps were created for all of the gamma rays of interest for this study. The attenuation of incident gamma rays is evident in this efficiency map as a reduction in the detection efficiency for incident angles that subtend spacecraft components prior to detection, and the efficiency map traces out the major spacecraft components surrounding the GRS; for example, the adapter ring and sunshade are clearly observed.
A4. Experimentally Measured Efficiency
[53] Sufficient data exist within the GRS data set to plot the background-and altitude-corrected 1779-keV Si gammaray count rates as a function of q n . The 1779-keV line was used in the place of the 1461-keV line because of the observation that its count rate does not vary substantially over the surface (Figures 5a, 6a, 6b, and 7a ). Unlike the ground-calibration experiments and Geant4 simulations, Figure A2 . A comparison between the q D = 0 ground calibration measurements of gamma-ray photopeak detection efficiency and the Geant4-simulated detector response. The close agreement between these values, as well as ground calibration data taken at q D = 22.5, 45, and 67.5 for a wide range of f D values, validated the simulations, which were extended to create maps of the efficiency for arbitrary energy and incidence angle (e.g., Figure A4 ). these count rates originate from a large footprint on the surface, and therefore a wide range of q D angles. Despite this complication, the relationship between the count rates and q n ( Figure A5 ) was found to closely match the relationship expected from the simulations, particularly that the count rate decreases for angles larger than $45 , which is where the GRS-surrounding spacecraft components begin to attenuate the gamma-ray signal ( Figure A4 ).
A5. GRS Point Response Function
[54] Use of the GRS efficiency maps in the forward code requires a means to properly weigh the relative contribution of any given point on the surface to the total measured gamma-ray count rate in the detector. This weighting was accomplished by utilizing a point response function (PRF) for the footprint of the GRS on the surface. The PRF was derived for an isotropic detector response, a uniform surface composition over the subtended limb solid angle, no atmosphere to attenuate gamma rays, and in the case of nonradioactive elements a constant neutron flux over depths penetrated by gamma rays. The assumption of an isotropic detector response was corrected through the use of the efficiency maps, which describe the non-uniform response of the detector. The PRF is energy-independent and uniform over all azimuth angles (f D ). The PRF for a given point on the surface a distance d along the planet surface from the sub-nadir point is
where H is h/R M , H′ is 1 + H, and c is 1 À cos(d/R M ). The distance d is a function of the angle between the sub-nadir point and the surface component of interest, so the PRF for any angle can be calculated. The normalized PRF for each point d along the surface, corresponding to a specific detector-incident angle (q D , f D ), was then calculated. The sum of the PRF-weighted detector efficiency at each incident angle multiplied by the altitude-corrected surface flux from . Figure A4 . The efficiency of the GRS for detecting 1461-keV gamma rays for all angles q D ≤ 130 . These values include the intrinsic efficiency of the HPGe sensor as well as the effects of GRS-surrounding spacecraft components, which attenuate the gamma-ray signal prior to detection. GRS-surrounding components such as the sunshade, radiator, and adapter ring ( Figure A3 ) are clearly observed in the efficiency map as regions of decreased detection efficiency. The region of lowest detection efficiencies is in the direction of the spacecraft structure. Figure A5 . Experimentally measured 1779-keV count rate, corrected for solid angle and background, versus nadir angle. The reduction in the count rate for nadir angles larger than 45 experimentally confirms the simulations ( Figure A4 ), which reveal a reduction in the detector efficiency for these angles. The 1779-keV line was chosen over the 1461-keV line because it does not vary appreciably in strength over the surface (Figure 7) .
the corresponding surface element provides the predicted gamma-ray flux at any given altitude.
[55] PRF(d) exhibits the expected behavior, as it is maximum at the sub-nadir point and goes to zero at the limb, where cos(d/R M ) = 1/(1 + h/R M ). The integral of the PRF over the planet surface is proportional to the solid angle subtended by the planet at altitude h. A comparison of the results of the PRF so calculated to the experimentally determined PRF for the Lunar Prospector GRS at 30 km altitude [Lawrence et al., 2003] and the simulated PRF for the Mars Odyssey GRS at 400 km [Boynton et al., 2007] altitude shows agreements. The PRF also has the expected behavior at large altitudes (h ≫ R M ), where the subtended solid angle is small and the detector-incident gamma rays are parallel. These tests provided the confidence necessary to utilize this PRF over the full range of altitudes in the lowaltitude data set (200-2000 km).
Appendix B: Correlation Between Spacecraft Ephemeris and GRS Measurements
B1. GRS Measurement Geometry
[56] During MESSENGER's primary mission, the spacecraft orbited Mercury in a highly eccentric, near polar orbit with a period of 12 h (see Figure B1a ). This orbit, in conjunction with the altitude dependence of the GRS signal (equation (1)), limited the spatial coverage of the GRS measurements to regions north of À20 latitude. This orbit also results in a double-valued correlation between the spacecraft altitude and the sub-nadir latitude ( Figure B1b) . As a result, the spatial resolution and statistical significance of the measurements have a latitudinal dependence, with higher spatial resolution and sensitivity at northern latitudes. This effect necessitated the use of varying pixel sizes in the K abundance map (Figure 8 ) in order to maintain low statistical errors for each pixel.
[57] The thermal conditions at the surface, particularly the presence of hot poles at longitudes 0 and 180 , frequently necessitated the use of off-nadir pointing over these regions, which includes the Caloris basin. This off-nadir pointing can potentially impact the measured gamma-ray count rates, as measurements taken at large nadir angles have lower detection efficiencies (see Figures A4 and A5 ). Our map of K abundances, which has the highest values in the far north and low values over the hot poles, could possibly be attributed to the nature of the MESSENGER orbit and spacecraft attitude if the data were not properly corrected.
[58] Evidence that these observational biases have not influenced the results comes from two sources. The first is the 1779-keV Si and 6129-keV O gamma-ray count rate maps. These gamma rays, particularly the 1779-keV line, are subject to the same measurement correlations as the 1461-keV K gamma ray. The uniform count rate maps for the 1779-keV and 6129-keV gamma rays are taken as evidence that the corrections described here have fully removed the effects of the measurement correlations from this analysis, on the grounds that correlations would otherwise be observed between these gamma rays and spacecraft attitude for each pixel. The second piece of evidence comes from plotting the K abundance versus the measurement time, average nadir angle, and average altitude for each pixel. In all cases, no correlation was found between the derived K abundance and the measurement parameter. Figure B1. (a) The near-polar, highly eccentric orbit of the MESSENGER spacecraft during its primary mission, with tick marks at 30-min time intervals and blue arrows indicating the direction of spacecraft motion. The orbit ranges from a minimum periapsis altitude of 200 km to a maximum apoapsis altitude of 15,500 km. The red highlighted segment of the orbit illustrates the low-altitude (<2000 km) portion. (b) The latitude of the spacecraft as a function of altitude for all data acquired from 24 March to 28 September 2011. There are two branches in this representation of the orbit, which results in a latitudedependent signal strength and spatial resolution.
Appendix C: Gamma-Ray Background Signals
C1. Types of Backgrounds in the GRS
[59] There are five possible sources of discrete-energy gamma ray photopeaks in GRS spectra: the decay of radioactive elements on the spacecraft (S R ), prompt gamma-ray emission by the excitation of spacecraft materials by spacecraft-incident GCRs (S B ), delayed gamma-ray emission resulting from long-lived activation of spacecraft materials by spacecraft-incident GCRs or solar-originating energetic particles (S A ), excitation of spacecraft materials by spacecraft-incident, planet-originating neutrons (S N ), and finally the planet-originating gamma rays of interest (S P ), where S represents the measured count rates from each of these sources. The components S R , S B , S A , and S N are sources of background, and S P is used to measure the elemental composition of the surface. Contributions to the measured gamma-ray signals from each of the background sources must be carefully removed in order to determine the magnitude of the signal originating from the surface.
C2. Background Removal
[60] The decay of radioactive elements on the spacecraft (S R ) is observed in the GRS as the result of K, Th, and U contamination in spacecraft materials. Since the long-lived radioactive isotopes of each of these elements has a half-life t 1/2 of 10 9 years or more, their backgrounds are treated as constant over the life of the mission. S R for each photopeak Figure C1 . (a) High-altitude and (b) low-altitude fits to the 983-keV Ti peak used to determine the background amplification factor. The fits utilize near-nadir (<15 ) data from the first 59 days of orbital operations, ensuring complete coverage of the surface as well as limiting contributions from time-dependent variations in the spacecraft-incident GCR flux and spacecraft activation from solar energetic particles events (e.g., 4 June 2011).
can therefore be quantified from high-altitude data, beyond the range of detection for planet-originating signals (see Table 3 ). As S N , S B , and S A are not present for radioactive elements, S P is determined by simply subtracting S R from the low-altitude measurement of interest.
[61] Stable elements are subject to backgrounds from S N , S B , and S A . One of these backgrounds, S B , can be removed using geometric information. S B is a function of the spacecraft-incident GCR flux and therefore depends on both altitude and time. The altitude variations are due to occultation of GCRs by Mercury, and the time dependency is the result of variations in the GCR flux in response to varying solar conditions (e.g., McKinney et al. [2006] and discussion in section 3.3). The altitude dependence of S B is characterized as
where W(h) is the fractional solid angle of the planet as viewed by the GRS (see section 3.4). As W(h) describes the fraction of the 4p-sr field of view of the GRS that is filled by its horizon-to-horizon view of the surface, 1-W(h) describes the fraction that is unobstructed by Mercury, and by extension the fraction of the total GCR flux that has access to the spacecraft. S B (∞) is quantified with the GRS data acquired near apoapsis ($15,500 km, Table 3) , where W(h)→0. The altitude-dependent model for S B (h) (equation (C1)) allows for the removal of S B (h) from the measured gamma-ray signal.
[62] Measurements of stable elements can also be contaminated by S A , which describes the long-lived activation of spacecraft components by incident particles. S A is dominated by contributions from spacecraft-incident solar flares, which under certain conditions can produce activation products in the spacecraft (e.g., 56 Fe(p, n) 56 Co, t 1/2 = 77.2 d, and 48 Ti(p, n) 48 V, t 1/2 = 15.9 d). Contributions from S A are negated by omitting flare-compromised data from the analysis of elemental abundances when such activation products are present (Evans et al., submitted, 2012) . However, S A does not contribute to the Si and O gamma rays examined here.
[63] The final source of background signal for the stable elements is the excitation of spacecraft materials by planetoriginating neutrons (S N ). S N has the same altitude-dependence (equation (1)) as S P when it originates from inelastic scattering, as is the case for the Si and O gamma rays examined here. S N originating from neutron capture is complicated by the fact that thermal neutrons are gravitationally bound to Mercury and thus have a different altitude dependence than those originating from inelastic scattering. The fact that the inelastic scattering S N backgrounds have the same altitude dependence as the signal of interest prevent utilizing the spacecraft ephemeris to remove the background from the measured signal, as was done for S B (equation (C1) ). Under certain circumstances, S N can be removed by utilizing knowledge of the nuclear reaction cross sections for the elements under consideration (Peplowski et al., submitted, 2012) , but for this analysis S N was not removed from the data prior to analysis.
[64] The presence of S N in the Si and O results presented here suggests the possibility that these results are dominated by spacecraft backgrounds. An early attempt to characterize S N was carried out by Rhodes et al. [2011] , who defined the background amplification factor (A BG ) to be the ratio of the low-to high-altitude count rates in the 1014-keV Al inelastic scattering peak. This peak was chosen because it was assumed, as a result of the large amount of Al surrounding the HPGe, that the measured Al peaks would be dominated by spacecraft-originating background. In the formalism presented here, this assumption would correspond to
where HA and LA are the high-and low-altitude data selections, and (S P + S N + S B ) LA → S N LA on the basis of the fact that S B LA ≪ (S P + S N ) LA (see Table 3 ) and the assumption that S N LA ≫ S P LA for gamma rays from Al [Rhodes et al., 2011] . Analysis of the Al peak provided a background amplification factor of 2.10 AE 0.49. A more rigorous examination of the Al backgrounds (Peplowski et al., submitted, 2012) revealed that for Al, S P LA ≈ S N LA , and therefore a value of 2.10 overestimates the background amplification factor.
[65] On the basis of MESSENGER X-Ray Spectrometer measurements indicating that abundances of Ti on the surface of Mercury are low [Nittler et al., 2011] , the 983-keV Ti peak meets the requirement of S N LA ≫ S P LA and was therefore used to determine an improved background amplification factor. Analysis of this peak ( Figure C1 ) yields an amplification factor of 1.49 AE 0.10. Application of this background amplification factor provides S N = A BG Â S B values of 0.228 AE 0.029 and 0.434 AE 0.035 counts per minute for Si and O, respectively. These values correspond to S N /S P = 0.12 (Si) and S N /S P = 0.32 (O), which suggest that our Si and O count rate maps are derived primarily from signals from the planet, but those signals are mixed with nonzero background contributions.
[66] The background amplification factor method relies on the assumption that the value derived from the 983-keV Ti gamma ray is applicable to other elements. Since the inelastic scattering cross sections depend on the specific isotope in question as well as the energy of the gamma ray of interest, this assumption must be tested. Cross-section data for Ti, Si, and O were retrieved from the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF) [Chadwick et al., 2011] database for the inelastic scattering reactions leading to the production of 983-keV Ti, 1779-keV Si, and 6129-keV O gamma rays. A comparison of the cross sections reveals that they are of similar magnitude, so the use of the Ti gamma ray to quantify the change in the Si and O gamma-ray backgrounds is valid. It should be noted that because the Ti line is of lower energy than the Si and O gamma rays of interest, it samples the neutron flux at lower energies. Since the neutron flux from the planet decreases with increasing energy [e.g., Feldman et al., 1998] , the 983-keV-derived amplification factor is an upper limit, and the actual values of S N will be smaller, particularly for the 6129-keV O gamma ray.
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